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Defines terms related to costume styles, the components of clothing, materials, and sewing
techniques
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Fashion is many things save dull I actually am collecting books with the name Fairchild, since that
is my name. As an online clothes seller, particularly of womens plus-size vintage, this reserve has
been an invaluable guide to a multitude of terms, styles, and fabrics. Is it an old book, was
someone named Fairchild ever connected with it, and not just a company? Who used the book
primarily in the beginning, and then it captured on and who uses it today? pictures aside, it really
is important!I love the colors of the publication! I still have it, This is my opinion of this beautiful
reserve. Sure it could be out of time.! It also come sooner than it said, yet I paid for it to become
shipped faster than regular time!Charlotte Fairchild Descriptions and history to boot ! It came
looking brand new and it is! Great fashion dictionary for a reason this is a must for anyone in the
style, or apparel related, industry (in addition to those thinking about joining their ranks)! I'll find
it very helpful with my writing assignments. FASHION Conditions GALORE!! It is useful anyhow. I
was surprised to understand about some unfamiliar conditions for the first time. I bought this
book to see what certain fashion conditions meant. I love the publication and I use it for
reference when it comes to the style industry. It also gives historical info on many items. Five
Stars Must have for fashion industry insider! :) Five Stars Great dictionary for anybody going into
the fashion design or merchandising field. however i must add that there aren't a couple of
photos, which as a fashion dictionary could be very helpful (to be fair i consider fairchild's
fashion dictionary as even more of an instant reference/starting point rather than an end all
become all).The pictures are delightful and dark and white outlines ideal for copying and
coloring! Excellent! It came looking completely new and it is Really good! There are numerous
fashion items in this dictionary with pics to create descriptions very clear.  I had not been
disappointed! i applaud the editors for organizing it into subcategories, while still keeping a
dictionary feel. you will find loads of terms covered in this sizable dictionary. plenty of info! In
any other case, five stars! I'd like to learn more of the history of how it came about. It has
preserved me hours of research.My only complaint is that if you don't understand the name of
what you are looking for, it can take a bit of time to get the definition. An Invaluable Guide to
Fashion! Four Stars I thought it was pretty good. I am a writer and editor.
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